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Moral realism can be epistomised by the realist presumption that
moral realities exist in the way other things are in the real world and
therefore they are observable and describable succinctly by words. If
this is the case, education of morality would not be very different from
the education of other subjects on school curriculum. However,
analysing and featuring seriously morally concerned words, this study
rejects the realist view of morality and its use of language and,
accordingly, suggests a specific view of the features of morality and
construes the nature of language in moral statements. The meanings of
the morally concerned words, like 'promise-keeping' in the statement
'promise-keeping is good', are primarily descriptive and secondarily
evaluative. However, the secondary meanings are not conceptually
shared by the words; they are accompanied by the words whenever they
are used in some particular purposes or contexts. Most of
accompanying meanings in moral statements are inarticulate in their
nature; they are rather tacit, because morality is not the objects, like
physical or factual things, which are describable clearly by words.
Nonetheless, they characterise meaningfully our specific traditions that
are constituted through the long process of cultural evolution and
determine our forms of life in a specific way: they are the way of seeing
things in moral terms. In this regard, accompanying meanings of words
in moral discourse are moral notions with which we see things in terms
of morals. Thus, in education, it might be a logical necessity that moral
seeing is possible and moral conversation is meaningful only when one
is equipped with moral notions,
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Realities are found, not generated by mental acts of
awareness; moral realities exist independent of our mind in the
way other things are in the world, therefore they are to be
observed and described. This point of view is, speaking
technically, a form of realism. The term 'reality' in realism is
used to refer, for instance, to wood, brown, pleasure as such, to
each particular 'piece' of wood, 'patch' of brown, 'pulse' of
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pleasure. Moral realism is a kind of metaphysical thesis about
the nature and status of morality and moral claims. The realist
view of morality asserts the existence of moral facts and true
moral propositions. Though clear introductory statements of
contemporary moral realism are not easy to find and not
popular, except for a few excellent defenses of realism, the moral
realist fundamentally adopts the doctrine that there are mindindependent moral realities which are as much a part of the real
world as any other realities and in moral experience we are
genuinely aware of such moral realities.
If moral realities are assumed to be mind-independent, as is
stated above, then it might be supposed that moral realities are
something which can be discovered; this means that we can
observe and describe the goodness of things or actions in the
same way that we see Russell Square and describe it. This
realist seems prima facie to be acceptable for us provided that
there are such moral realities which are independent of us as
other things are. However, much uncertainty appears when we
pay serious attention to realist descriptivism which implies that
moral words can depict moral realities in the same way as other
words describe things which are factual and therefore
independent of us, because moral realities are, it seems to me,
different in their quality from factual things. Of course, the moral
realist might object right ways to this query of uncertainty by
insisting that a moral word has a compound meaning which
means a union of the descriptive and the evaluative, and that an
evaluative meaning has its own referent and, therefore, it must
be real enough to be describable. If we accept ex hypothesi this
realist's response to the question of uncertainty, together with
the descriptivism, we must first admit the two logically related
realist presumptions;
I] moral realities exist in the way other things are and are
observable and describable accordingly, and
it) evaluative meanings represent moral realities and they are
conceptually shared by moral words.

However, these logically related realist presumptions
themselves bear some serious difficulties in the perspective of
epistemology and educational practice. For the first
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presumption, I will point out the fact, giving some criticisms,
that no clear justification could be found for realism. Perhaps for
many theorists the second presumption may be taken as valid
one, but there are still more difficult problems which remain to
be clarified in the light of linguistic and conceptual analysis and
educational contexts. Instead of accepting the claim that moral
words have both descriptive and evaluative meaning, I will
introduce, with the manifestation of the difficulties involved in
this presumption, a new idea, the 'moral notions', which is
rather related, in its generic form, to the evaluative meaning of
moral words.

I. Moral Words and the Inaptitude of Realist Descriptivism
According to the realist's descrtpttvism, words are used to
describe things; things are realities; words describe realities,
though realities are various in their qualities and kinds. There
are, of course, many words, amongst moral words, which are
unexceptional from this descriptivist view of the function of
words, and so it is especially for the moral realist. For the moral
realist the word 'rescuing', for instance, in the statement
'Rescuing (a child's life from drowning) is good' is taken as
describing a course of moral action. This is so for other words or
phrases which are morally relevant - positively or negatively, i.e.
the words 'caring' in the statement 'Caring (for aged people) is
good', 'promise-keeping' in 'Promise-keeping is good', etc.
Thought we usually use these words for evaluation of human
conduct as such, these morally relevant words are primarily
descriptive in their functions, because they are words which,
before all else, denote certain factual events or the actual
processes of human behaviours that come into view at certain
times and places. (Henceforth, I shall call the words belonging to
this category of morally relevant words 'm-words'.)
However, in this case, the thing which m-words describe exist
in the world, as other real things exist; the things remain as
factual things even in the absence of the user of those words.
Therefore, ostensive descriptions of facts are possible, as the
realist claims, for m-words in the above sense, insofar as we
admit both that m-words belong to the category of language
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which describes factual things and that moral realities truly
exist in the way other things do, as the realist's firt presumption
implies. However, if the realist claims, as an alternative, that
referents of evaluative meanings exist there in the same way that
the referents of descriptive meanings exist, then the matter
becomes worse than ever. This is because he would commit a
fallacy of reduction; that is, the error of reduction of values to
facts. It must be true to say that the objects of description are
not entirely different from the objects of evaluation and, ipso
facto, that the evaluative function of m-words necessitates their
descriptive function. However, evaluation requires something
more than the objects of description; such as, for example,
criteria of evaluation which are deemed, in a logical sense, not to
be inside the category of purely descriptive meanings. And even
if the evaluative function of m-words requires their descriptive
function, there may yet be some possibility of making some
exact distinctions between these two sorts of function; the
evaluative meaning of a m-word is not descriptive, in its logic. R.
M. Hare, too, makes a distinction between the descriptive and
evaluative meaning, which a single term may have in a certain
context, though he mentions that 'the descriptive and evaluative
meaning of a term in a given context may be tied to it with
varying degrees of tightness' (Hare, 1969: 240-1).
Some descriptivists may object to this argument by insisting
that descriptive and evaluative meanings are shared by m-words
in their intrinsic sense, therefore not separately existent.
However, the word 'rescuing', in the literal sense of the word,
primarily refers to a particular factual event which happened
perhaps in one afternoon, as is shown by the fact that the word
is used in a report of a particular incident and though it would
still be true to say that a certain particular emotive response
occurs when we see that incident. The word picks out a
particular activity or process. Therefore, even if we admit that a
certain particular emotive response occurs when we see a
certain incident, asking what kind or amount of emotive
response occurs when we see the incident or use am-word
which denotes that incident is, in a logical sense, one thing and
asking whether or not the referents of evaluation of the fact exist
in a factual. sense is quite another. Description logically requires
factual things and, in this case, there might be nothing else, in a
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strict sense, than just describing or reporting a certain event
that happened this afternoon. If this is the case, it would be
valid to ask which is the referent of descriptive meaning of the
word 'rescuing', because the word has its own stark factual
denotation; but it would be quite absurd to ask the same
question of the referent of evaluative meaning of the same word,
because evaluation is not of description in its essential sense,
even though it usually requires descriptive meaning for a perfect
evaluation.
The moral emotivist and the quasi-realist both deny the
realist's claim of the independency of moral realities, while they
clearly conceive that the words concerned in moral discourse
have evaluative meanings. This is precisely because they both
understand the meaning of 'evaluative meaning' as ejaculations
of feelings or prescriptions of moral standards or projections of
our moral attitudes onto the world. At the base of these claims
exists a basic idea: our values are not in the real world; an
untendentious description of the world would not mention any
values; our values are not the objects we see with our physical
eyes, but are to be ejaculated or projected onto the world; they
are something with which we feel something happening there in
the factual world. According to the philosophers who propose
such an idea, moral attitudes are not presented to us as
something independent of our moral beliefs; they are not outside
our mind, therefore they are not the thing of discovering, as they
were.
For the emotivist and the quasi-realist these attitudes and
feelings are something we create in experiencing the world, not
the properties of the world per se which are naturally appearing
without bearings on our peculiar way of seeing. Our recognition
of strong emotive expressions does not necessarily justify the
descriptivist idea of the existence of moral realities in the way
other things are. Hence the difficulty of the independency claim
of moral realities. This emotivist idea, as a result of linguistic
analysis, is quite different from the realist's metaphysical
speculation.
To reiterate, the realist's descriptivism might be appropriate
just for the factual world whose referents are clear enough and
tangible. Nonetheless, if someone, pherhaps the realist, claims
the describability of moral realities, this would hardly be
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acceptable for two reasons. First, it is not entirely possible for us
to suppose that moral realities or values exist independent of us.
Secondly, even if we grant pro tem the independence of moral
realities, they would be essentially intangible and therefore elude
the circumscription of m-words, as the moral emotivist properly
understands.
Description presupposes certainkinds of observation, and the
moral realist claims that moral realities are observable.
According to moral realism, our experience of the world involves
experience of moral values and we see, for instance, 'the
goodness of the rescue of a chtld's life from drowning' in the
same way as we see the beauty of Oxford spires, though much
serious attention must be paid to the point that Oxford spires
are our intentional representations, the representations of our
notions of beauty and, therefore, they are not purely natural and
not being independent of our mind. For the moral realist, then,
Hume's confident assertions about the unobservability of beauty
may be taken as breathtakingly counter-intuitive.
Observing necessitates objects, but objects of seeing are
various in kind. Certain objects of seeing are factual things, as
are those relevant to scientific observations and measurements,
and certain others non-factual. The objects of the former class
belong to 'the world as it is independent of our mind', i.e. the
impersonal cosmos, and those of the latter 'the world as it seems
to us'. Therefore, seeing in the former class requires both our
physical and conceptual eyes, even if the physical seeing, the
seeing vtsual impressions of objects which are physically
reflected on our retinae, is not always necessary for seeing such
objects. On the contrary, the seeing in the latter class requires
only conceptual 'eyes'; thus much incommensurability exists
between these two classes of objects of seeing.
However, the realist's definition of moral observation is very
vague and uncertain, especially as he asserts that one observes
moral realities as one sees other things in the world. Certainly,
m-words are observational vocabulary, so we can describe
properly our observations with these words, as is assumed by
the realist. They pick out some specific type of activity; they have
meaning on model of names, amongst others, which are
associated with some typical referents. But it is quite uncertain
that m-words delineates moral realities which are seemingly
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beyond their descriptive or typical referents; once we attempt to
describe what we observe, then the moral realities, if any, will
easily be elided from the description, just because they are
different from the descriptive referents in their qualities as
aforementioned. The realist ignores and depreciates more often
than not the difference between the descrtptive meanings and
the supposed evaluative meanings of m-words. However, the
thing which is so much the worse, related to this matter, is that
many people confuse the difference between the two.
The meanings of seeing in the moral domain must be
interpreted in a significantly different way from that of the world
of flowers and colours. There must be some people who cannot
see moral goodness even when they see certain human
behaviours in which moral goodness is explicitly or implicitly
expressed. Certainly, every man who has normal sight would see
such human behaviours and the red flowers in the flower bed.
Colours and human behaviours are sensible by our physical
eyes; they are simple and concrete objects of seeing. The seeing
in this case takes place according to physical laws. However,
moral goodness invisible within the physical laws; value is not
crudely 'there' - according to the physical laws, because value is
not a physical property; it must be seen in a fundamentally
different way from the seeing of physical things. Though there is
a certain givenness about the natural world, it is not simply
there to see; for what we see depends not only on our interests
but also on the concepts and theories which structure our
perceptions, according to Peters (1973: 114-5). Moral seeing is
the seeing certain prtnctples which lead human behaviours in
certain direction, but these principles are not simple and
concrete objects of seeing. The seeing is likely to happen with
certain other specific epistemological devices.
The moral realist may still insist that 'there is no difference in
kind between the moral case and others', i.e. between the moral
properties and the non-moral properties. For the moral realist,
in this sense, there might not be any difference between seeing
non-moral properties and seeing moral properties. This is the
very point that makes the realist eye opaque. I suppose that the
realist fails to see what is meant by. 'moral seeing' and, as a
result, the point that moral seeing and factual seeing are not one
and the same thing. Moral seeing is not of a factual observation,
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though the former requires the latter for a perfect seeing; it is a
kind of seeing which is, as it were, about the intuition of values
or principles involved in or expressed by human behaviour
morally relevant. But the point to make is that such values are
not the same things which are describable in a factual sense.
The realist descriptivism bypasses this point. For this reason,
many difficulties over this realist matter lead us back again to
the chronic debate on the value-fact problem.
Non obstante, the moral realist denies the possibility of that
sharp and significant distinction between fact and value which is
the hallmark of his opponent's position, i.e. the hallmark of the
Humean declaration on the matter of fact and value. Hume
famously held that 'morality ... consists not in any matter of fact,
which can be discover'd by the understanding (Hume, 1888:
486). If the moral realist rejects the fact-value distinction and
thereby claims a union of fact and value as he now insists, then
the realist's observation of the world would necessarily include
both fact and value, as the cardinal presumption of moral
realism suggests: there are moral realities to which one can be
genutnely sensitive in the same way as to other things. And,
from this realist belief comes the realist's second presumption:
evaluative meanings are conceptually shared by moral words.
Some possibility of a union of fact and value is alleged by
many philosophers, but the conceptual distinction between the
thing which is moral and the thing which in non-moral is still
both significant and meaningful. A fortiori, the distinction
between value and fact is logically possible, whereas the union of
value and fact remains as having a much more difficult logical
problem. Insofar as there is a logical difference between value
and fact, the meaning of the observation of moral properties and
that of observation of non-moral properties must be
dtet mgu ish ed. Moral realities seem to me to be human
constructions, not things which are to be discovered by human
beings. If the realist's first presumption is tenable, then the
describability of the moral realities might also be probable. But
the first presumption meets with some logically crucial
problems, as mentioned thus far, and, therefore, cannot be
perfectly sustainable.
The realist's descriptivism causes much confusion because of
its referential opacity. Language describes the world, but once
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the world is described by language it loses much of its
concreteness. For example, many other concrete attributes of a
flower are not captured by the word 'flower', while they do not
literally disappear. By m-words we may describe more or less
correctly someone else's morally relevant behaviour, but the
description in the case is logically limited to the factual
attributes of the behaviour and thus loses many other extended
meanings of the words, the extended meanings, amongst others,
which are to be used for moral expressions, but unable to be
described in such a way as the realist descriptivism puts
forward.

II. Accompanying Meanings and the Non-realist Point of View
Someone may be inclined to say that words are created to
describe things as they are and in this sense the value of words
may depend on their capacity to describe things. For some
people this claim may appear to be a truism, especially for those
who are strongly influenced by the realist descriptivist's
reference theory. It is however not always the case; there are
many states-of-affairs around us which are unable to be
described all-embracingly by words, and so is this for moral
realities, if we assume ex hypothesi that moral realities are in
the same way that states-of-affairs are. But moral realities are
likely to be elusive, in their essential nature, whenever one tries
to describe them with words.
Many words carry factual or propositional information. A piece
of information is factual if it purports to describe a certain stateof-affairs; this is so for a word employed in that piece of
information. However, this is but one of the characteristics of
language. M-words are not always employed for the function of
factual information; they also serve for the expression of their
extended meanings, i.e. human attitudes and feelings which are
non-factual in their quality. In fact, many words carry these
non-factual qualities, if they are used properly in a particular
way. For instance, the m-word 'rescue' is used to describe a
human act of delivering someone else from a situation of danger,
restraint, or violence, as is expressed in a reportage as the
phrase 'three rescues from drowning in one afternoon'. The term
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'rescue' in this description is used almost purely in a factual
sense, and the meaning of which consists of factual properties.
However, its meaning extends further, if we use the word in
other ways; it goes beyond the pure description of the fact. The
extensionality of the meaning of the word might be much more
clearly apprehensible in the following four exemplary phrases: I)
rescuing a man's name from oblivion, Ii] rescuing a man from
captivity, iii) rescuing a drunkard, vi) rescuing a child from
drowning. One extreme use of the word 'rescuing' is morally
neutral, as the example i properly shows, but the other extreme
like iv is quite different; it not only describes a certain human
affair, but also carries with it above all a certain particular
meaning which is morally relevant, only if one sees the affair
appropriately with moral perspectives.
The same claim can immediately apply to other m-words. For
instance, the word 'kicks' in the statement'S kicks a ball' (briefly
's-statement, henceforth) depicts a fact of s's behaviour. 'Kicking'
is a factual behaviour; it is a purely behavioural term. However,
once the same word is used in the statement, for example, 'T
kicks a boy' (briefly 't-statement') it simultaneously carries with
it a distinctive evaluative meaning and induces our emotional or
moral responses to t's behaviour. T's kicking has much to do
with moral deliberations, whereas s's kicking is nothing more
than descriptive. Therefore, 'kicking' is not always value-neutral;
it, more often than not, carries a meaning which is morally
relevant, especially when it is used in a whole context of the
statement, to borrow Fodor's term, in a 'meaning holism' (Fodor
& Lepore, 1992).
However, the point to note here especially is that this
conception of the extensionality of the meaning of the word, it
seems to me, does not necessarily advocate the realist's second
presumption. This is so particularly as we carefully examine first
the realist view of 'evaluative meaning' and its direct implication
for the nature of moral realities, the view which the first half
phrase of the presumption renders clearly.
Referents of descriptive meanings, when we assume that there
are descriptive and evaluative meanings both of which are
involved by m-words, might be clearly there in the way other
things are in the real world, as the realist tenet pronounces
solemnly. Thus the denotational behaviour of, for instance,
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'kicking' can be seen palpably by both our physical and cognitive
eyes. However, the same talk does not cogently and properly
proceed without any epistemological hazard in the case of
'evaluative meaning'. This is precisely because it is absurd to
suppose both that there are referents of evaluative meanings
and that referents of evaluative meanings, if any, exist exactly in
the same way as those of descriptive meanings. But the
absurdity of the second supposition has already been shown in
the preceding section.
However, the first supposition mentioned above itself invites a
critical problem in its justification, because the phrase 'referents
of evaluative meanings' is very odd to accept in its conceptual
sense. The nature of evaluative meanings is in principle not that
of denotation; it would be safer to say that, following the
emotivist account, the evaluative function of a word is to express
one's attitudes towards something encountered. Thus the nature
of evaluative meaning is very difficult to be explained in terms of
referential properties. In this sense, at least, the emotivist
account of the nature of evaluative meaning is right in part; in
part it is because the emotivist tends to explain the nature of
evaluative meaning only in terms of attitudinal or more generally
psychological expression.
Evaluative meaning, at least as we use this phrase in a moral
or an ethical context, it seems, cannot be explained validly in
terms of referential properties; it would be much more properly
be explained in the sense of having something additional or,
more clearly, carrying some moral criteria with which we see
certain human behaviours as morally relevant. Of course, the
evaluative function defined thus requires descriptive elements
involved in human behaviours, which descriptive meanings offer
and which we appraise as 'morally good or bad'. But the most
important point is that such criteria, carried with our seeing of
certain human behaviours as morally relevant, are not at all the
things per se which are descriptive. They are our moral beliefs
with which we see things; Le. with which we evaluate things
(activities) in moral terms. In this sense the first half phrase of
the realist's second presumption can hardly be sustained.
Another and more serious disagreement about moral realism,
on my part, still appears in the second half of the realist's
second presumption; t.e. 'evaluative meanings are conceptually
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shared by moral words'. In fact, the most important thing to be
noticed here is that the word 'kicking' is primarily a descriptive
word whatever way it may be used, as we see clearly this point
in both s and t-statements. In this logical analysis of m-words,
one can detect the echo of David Hume's famous rhetoric:
But can there be any difficulty in proving, that vice and
virtue are not matters of fact, whose existence we can infer by
reason? Take any action allow'd to be vicious: wilful murder,
for instance. Examine it in all lights, and see if you can find
that matter of fact, or real existence, which you call vice. In
whichever way you take it, you find only certain passions,
motives, volitions and thoughts. There is no other matter of
fact in this case. The vice entirely escapes you, as long as you
consider the object. You never can find it, till you turn your
reflection into your own breast, and find a sentiment of
disapprobation, which arises in you, towards this action ...
Vice and virtue ... are not qualities in objects, but perceptions
in the mind. (Hume, 1888: 468-9)

Certainly 'kicks' in s-statement and also that in s-statement
are used in different ways; the former can be used just for the
same purpose; it of course carries with it some extended
meaning, Le. evaluative meaning, and expresses the speaker's
attitudes to ts behaviour. 'Kicking' is a word with many
distinctive meanings, and this is so for other words. Regarding
this point, it seems not too difficult to make a logical distinction
between the two meanings of m-words, t.e. the 'descriptive
meaning' and the 'evaluative meaning'.
A very similar distinction between the meanings implied by
morally relevant words can be seen if we pay a little attention to
R. M. Hare's argument that the meanings of the words such as
'rude', 'courageous', 'honest', 'industrious', 'tidy', .. , are all
primarily descriptive and secondarily evaluative (Hare, 1963: 247; idem, 1981: 74-5). However, Hare's point in this description
admits that evaluative meaning is inherent to such a word, for
instance, 'rude'; it is explained in his theory not as something
carried whenever the word is used in moral terms, i.e. in certain
moral contexts, and consequently not as something which varies
according to its contextual use. This all means, but with which I
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disagree, that in hare's conception both the evaluative and
descriptive meanings are conceptually shared by the morally
relevant words; therefore, his conception of the nature of
'evaluative meanings', at least only in this concern, is not far
away from the implication represented by the realist's second
presumption.
Certainly, the m-word 'rude' carries some evaluative meanings
in the emotivist sense and it induced the hearer to have certain
attitudes of disapproval upon the denotatum of the word when it
is spoken in a specific context; and, other things being equal, we
would be inclined to avoid the behaviour the m-word 'rude'
denotes. This view suggests that 'rude' carries some evaluative
meaning which is disntinct in its logic from the descriptive
meaning of the word. But the important point is that the
evaluative meaning is not necessarily connected logically with
the descriptive meaning of the word.
The effect of the evaluative meaning is varied certainly by the
context in which the word 'rude' is used. In a specific context the
effect of evaluative meaning does not altogether happen,
especially when the word is used in the 'inverted comma sense'.
Indeed, the word 'rude' is useful for a variety of contexts; the
'rudely' in the statement 'it is a rudely fashioned craft' is used in
an aesthetic way; the word 'rude' in the statement 'it is rude to
point at people' in a moral sense, and the same word in the
sentence 'keep the yard in its rude state' in a natural or
geographical sense. The word 'rude' shows different meanings
according to its different contextual uses. Therefore, it must be
said that the evaluative meaning the word 'rude' carries is not
inherent to the very word; it is rather contextual.
Nonetheless, some philosophers assert that 'the evaluative
meaning' of 'rude' is inherent in the very word. R. M. Hare (1972)
explains the nature of evaluative meanings as something
inherent in the function of morally relevant words, though he is
not a realist in categorisation. B. Williams (1985) made a claim
which is very similar to that of Hare, but in a very limited
concern. For him the fact-value distinction, or the descriptiveevaluative distinction, is illegitimate; the word 'rude' is a 'thick
term', as he calls it, and it means that evaluative meaning is
conjoined to the descriptive meaning of the word. No clear
distinction of meaning is possible between the descriptive and
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the evaluative in the use of the word, according to Williams.
Philippa Foot's claim is also very close to the Harean argument,
especially when she maintains that the meanings of 'rude' are
essentially blended and that 'there is something else to be said
about the word 'rude' besides the fact that it expresses, fairly
mild, condemnation; it can only be used where certain
descriptions apply' (Foot, 1978: 102).
Of course, we now no longer call into question of the morality
of slavery, for it has already moved away from a topic of debate
to the universal agreement. It stands as universal, regardless of
what any particular person or specific people may happen to say
in a slightly different way. This means that in the use of the
word ' slavery' the descriptive and the evaluative are blended.
The same is also the case for the m-word 'murder'; if there is
someone who is still discussing the morality of murder, he must
be a man who was not born into any culture on this global
society. Evaluative meaning is 'inherent', to adopt a Harean
term, to the m-word 'murder'. Even if we accept this supposition
pro tempore, this insight does not necessarily lead us to negate
the possibility of the logical distinction between the descriptive
meanings and evaluative meanings of the words. What is more,
there are many m-words to which evaluative meanings are not
always inherent, as we see it in the case of 'kicking'; these words
accompany such meanings, it seems to me, only when they are
used in a specific contexts. Nevertheless, if one maintains that
the word 'kicking' always carries evaluative meanings, his
assertion would then be lead to s shallow argument in that his
claim did not actually consider seriously the varying or
contextual meanings of words. 'Inherent' implies some state of
fact in which certain factors always exist and invariable. But
evaluative meanings of words are not always apparent in the use
of words and thereupon variable.
One meaning is, I think, logically distinguishable from the
other, as Foot puts it: 'Either thinking something rude is not to
be described in terms of attitudes, or attitudes are not to be
described in terms of such things' (Foot, 1978: 103). It seems to
me that the moral realist confuses this point; to evaluate
something, we need to know first about the descriptive elements
that construct the very nature of the thing. But the descriptive
elements themselves say nothing about evaluation and vice
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versa. The word 'rude' is used, in general, for an evaluative
function - variously identified as expressing feelings, inducing
attitudes and even commending certain behaviours. However,
the point is that the word with evaluative meaning must not
betaken as a purely evaluative term and that the evaluative
meaning is not inherent in the word.
It can still be maintained that an evaluative meaning is not
logically connected to the factual or descriptive meaning. 'Rude'
can be used in a purely descriptive or 'inverted comma sense';
'rude' is not always used for one and only purpose of evaluation
of something. Wtttgenstetn's 'picture theory of meaning' well
illustrates this point by revealing the dissimilarities between the
descriptive meaning and the evaluative meaning of such words
as 'rude' (Wtttgenstem, 1958). Ostensive teaching of a word can
be said 'to establish an association between the word and the
thing'. In this case one very likely thinks first of all that a picture
of the thing comes into the pupil's mind when the pupil hears
the word. But the picture appearing in the pupil's mind might
well be represented only in a factual or descripttve sense; it is
therefore very difficult to suppose that the picture represents,
immediately or at the same time, even value elements which are
supposed by the moral realist to be involved in the meaning of
the word. There may be some cases in which such evaluative
meanings clearly appear, but this only happens when the word,
for instance, 'rude' is used in a specific way and by a person who
sees things with some specific mind. Evidently the word 'rude'
possesses evaluative meaning. However, the point is that the
evaluative meaning is logically distinguishable from the
descriptive one which is inherent in the meaning of the word
'rude'.
B. Brower clearly distinguishes evaluative meaning from
descriptive meaning when he says: 'Lying is usually of negative
value; but the value is not included in the concept of lying.
Similarly, kicking others is usually of negative value; but the
concept of kicking others is not evaluative' (Brower, 1988: 676).
From this point so far mentioned I disagree with the second half
phrase of the realist's presumption. There are some significant
differences between the meaning of 'lying' when the word is used
emotively and its meaning when used descriptively. In the same
way the meanings of 'rude' and that of 'kicking' in one sense are
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not identical with those of 'rude' and 'kicking' in the other sense.
In one sense they are primarily and purely descriptive, in the
other sense they are evaluative, but not primary. Evaluative
meanings are not logically inherent in the concepts of words
morally relevant; they would be rather something which is
accompanying when we use the words in moral terms or see
things with a 'moral eye'. In this sense they might be said to be
'additional'; additional to the concepts of words.
In t-statement, as it were, the word 'kicks' is accompanied by
some logically distinctive meaning which is added to the
descriptive; this is so particularly as we see the meaning of the
word in a given specific context of the statement. Certainly many
other words or phrases belonging to the category of m-word can
be characterised in the same way as the word 'kicks'. We see
racial discrimination with a negative attitude; thus we believe
that racist sentiments will be unequivocally condemned, that
racist actions should be outlawed, and that racism must never
become respectable. However, these attitudes should not be
confused with descriptive meanings of the phrase 'racial
discrimination'; they might be some moral standards with which
we see things and evaluate them in moral terms. One can, of
course, give a clear descriptive meaning to the phrase without
any reference to such beliefs. But this does not necessarily mean
again that these beliefs are nothing to do with the inverted
comma sense of the phrase 'racial discrimination'. On the
contrary, wherever we use the phrase in moral terms such
beliefs or evaluations are always involved, if we have a
sufficiently morally developed mind. If it were not for such a
function of expression of the phrase, the meaning of the phrase
would be too barren.

III. Accompanying Meanings and the Moral Notions

Quasi-realism, the most recently developed form, seems to be
opposed in its arguments to the realist view of the mindindependent existence of moral realities. In this respect, the idea
of accompanying meanings cannot be taken as something which
is quite opposing to quasi-realism; in this point only they are
compatible. But given a careful distinction between them we
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shall find that the idea of accompanying meanings of m-words is
fundamentally different for several reasons from quasi-realism.
Moral words carry in themselves some emotive meanings,
according to one line of moral emotivism, which are to be
thought of as sheer ejaculations of our feelings, as in A. J. Ayer's
first account (Ayer, 1946). According to another line of
emottvtsm, the emotive meanings refer to the moral realities
which are assumed to be cognizant, as is claimed in part by
Hare (1972) and Stevenson (1944). Both of these lines are the
roots of quasi-realism.
Quasi-realism affirms, like the realist, the existence of moral
realities, as an attempt to escape the weakness of classical
emotivism but still keeping emotivism as a point d'appui. But the
realities are, it explains, things which exist at a time when we
project our moral attitudes onto the human affairs concerned
and are interwoven into the fabric of our experience of the world.
Thus moral realities in quasi-realism are to be thought of as
something we create, not discover, in perceiving the world; they
are something appearing in the process of our awareness of the
world, but are not intrinsic properties of the world per se. For
the quasi-realist, moral realities are not genuine properties of
the world; they are certain specific aspects of our experiences:
thus not mind-independent. In this respect, Blackburn's quasirealism denies, like its primordial form, the realist claim of the
existence of mind-independent moral realities.
What is more, quais-realism significantly distinguishes the
attitudes assumed to be projected, as words are in use, onto
human affairs from the realist's referential meanings of words
which involve, as the realist claims, moral realities; it sees
attitudes, as it were, as being not logically embedded in those
referential meanings. Contrary to the realist, Blackburn does not
attempt to apply the mind-independence model of ontology of
value in the interpretation of the features of moral realities
(Blackburn, 1984: 219, 1993). In this point of view, quasirealism is very akin to the idea of accompanying meaning of rnwords: both theories do not see moral experience as a matter of
discovering something which exists independently of us; they
picture moral realities as something we place on things. So there
are many similarities and dissimilarities between quasi-realism
and the idea of accompanying meanings. However, the most
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significant features of quasi-realism, which are different from
the idea of accompanying meanings, are: i) quasi-realism affirms
partly, if not entirely, the existence of moral realities which are
thought, by the realist, to be interwoven into the fabric of our
experience of the world; ii) for the quasi-realist moral realities
are something we project onto the things.
Owing to the fact and value distinction, quasi-realism takes a
positive attitude towards the realist ontology of moral realities.
The moral realist ignores the logical distinction between fact and
value made by many other philosophers and claims explicitly in
his theory that value elements are built-in facts. Quasi-realism
partly goes along with this realist position. But it seems that a
fact itself does not tell us anything of value; describing a fact
does not necessarily reveal value entities. Descriptions of the
utility or disutility of things also do not necessarily reveal moral
qualities in relation to the things. This is one of the weak points
of utilitarianism. G. E. Moore (1959: 156) also ignores this point,
as he argued that the wrongness of 'murder' is explained
basically in terms of the fact of disutility or that murder's
becoming a common practice would promote a general feeling of
insecurity. This explanation does not clearly reveal what kind of
value entity exists exactly in the fact of 'murder', except showing
clearly how the fact influences the society badly. However, the
idea of accompanying meanings differentiates before all else the
world of value from that of fact; but this does not necessarily
mean that the world must be interpreted on a dualistic prmciple.
It instead claims that we see morally relevant things with the eye
equipped with moral mind; thus it does not agree with the realist
idea of mind-independent existence of moral realities.
Blackburn's projectivtsm, the sub-theory of his quasi-realism,
interprets the function of moral statements as expressing
attitudes or feelings; the speaker projects, with the statements,
his own attitudes onto the things concerned. This projectivist
interpretation goes with Austin's idea of the perlocutionary
function of language (Austin, 1962). Certainly we often express
our feelings or attitudes with words or sentences and there is in
fact a certain sort of word or sentence which carries this kind of
function. We use words or sentences very often with exclamation
marks to express specific feelings, to project our attitudes, and
to induce other persons' behaviour. If Blackburn's projectivism
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includes even this kind of language use in its theoretical
components, it would confuse moral meanings with some
psychological meanings language may convey in its use and, for
this very reason, make a mistake in interpretation of the moral
meaning of words by replacing it instead with psychological
interpretation of language.
The concept 'attitude' was first introduced by the protagonist
of emotivism, C. L. Stevenson, to interpret the nature of moral
judgments. According to him, moral judgments are expressions
of the speaker's attitudes (Stevenson, 1944: 21-2). Attitudes are
of course involved in the expressions both of personal preference
and of moral evaluation. However, the emotivist does not make
any clear distinction between these two kinds of expression.
Emotivism has not yet identified and characterised clearly the
nature of attitudes. About this responsibility, proponents of the
emotive theory are silent and accordingly fail to avoid an empty
circularity in resolving the matter, as MacIntyre (1981: 12)
indicates. For this reason, the projectivtst annot provide a
satisfying explanation of why we experience the world as
containing moral values.
Thus, insofar as attitudes are concerned, the emotivist may
see something which one ought to do and at the same time he
may be inclined to do something else; hence the two opposing
cases are compatible in emotivism. This compatibility comes
directly, it seems to me, from the emotivist's insufficient
distinction between the meanings of moral attitudes or feelings
and those of the general features of them. In whatever way the
projectivist uses the words 'attitudes' and 'feelings' and
interprets their features, if he does not make any sufficient
clarification of the meanings of these words in moral terms, inter
alia, he will then easily fail to avoid the perversion of the words
and consequently unable to see other meanings of the words.
There is so, insofar as the problem of fact-value distinction in
ethics still remains. For this reason, Blackburn's projectivism
carries in itself a decisive weak point in its theoretical base. The
idea of accompanying meaning is a theory which is remote from
the projectivtst psychological interpretation of our use of words
or sentences; it is rather a way of seeing human affairs with
moral eyes, i.e. with a moral point of view; in this sense, the idea
of accompanying meaning is a way of interpretation of the use of
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moral language and of our awareness of morality in terms of
logic and epistemology. Projection of one's attitudes or feelings
onto other persons is a psychological mechanism; thus
projectivism pictures what is only the mechanism as something
that one can contemplate as an object in itself, as John
McDowell (1985: 121-3) rightly sees it. However, the way of
interpretation of the function of language as a psychological
mechanism is one thing, and that of interpretation of it within
an epistemological sense is quite another. However, the
accompanying meanings are neither purely emotive ones, nor
mere expressions of our feelings, nor inherent to m-words: they
are thought to be carried as we see things through the moral
eye. At this juncture, the two theories diverge significantly.
Plato's 'sun' is an effluence of the power of seeing, whatever it
may be. The light of the sun enables the eye to see perfectly and
the visible to appear. Without this light of the sun, seeing is
impossible altogether in an epistemological sense. The light of
the sun, to paraphrase, is the prerequisite for a perfect seeing.
That is to say, we see things with the light of the sun. In
epistemology when we see a certain specific thing we usually see
it as one of a kind and (or) 'from a point of view', as was initially
suggested by D. Hume and claimed again by J. Urmson and W.
Frankena, though there are some differences between their
theories. Therefore, saying that we see certain things, for
example, in terms of biology, is logically equivalent to saying
that we see them with the 'point of view' the discipline implies.
To reiterate, we see thing biologically relevant with the eye
empowered by the form of biology; seeing necessitates certain
points of view in order to see things properly.
The same would be the case in seeing morally relevant things.
If one is equipped enough with moral mind, one will see the
thing with that mind. 'Seeing things with moral mind' therefore
means that one sees things, as Urmson (1968: 108) emphasises,
with moral points of view. Notional seeing does more than meet
the physical eye. In other words, with moral notions, as I prefer
to use here in a specific way. However, the moral notions applied
here are not logically different from the idea of accompanying
meanings of m-words so far clarified and identified, precisely
because to say that m-words have some distinctive
accompanying meanings is logically equivalent to saying that we
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see the referents of m-words with moral notions.
Acquisition of moral notions is thus a prerequisite for moral
seeing, because this seeing is logically impossible unless one
acquires moral notions. 'Human dignity', 'fraternity', 'justice' ...
are parts of moral notions. However, moral notions might more
properly be examplified by the locus classicus in Mencius (1960:
202); there are four minds, according to him: the mind of
commiseration, the mind of shame and dislike, the mind of
complaisance, and the mind of right and wrong. These minds
are essential to man; therefore all persons have these minds just
as they have their four limbs, according to Mencius. Mencius
adds that the mind of commiseration is the clue to the principle
of benevolence, the mind of shame and dislike to that of
righteousness, the mind of complaisance to that of propriety,
and the mind of right or wrong to that of Wisdom. All men have a
mind which cannot bear to see the sufferings of others;
therefore, if a person suddenly sees a child about to fall into a
well, he/she will Without exception has the mind of
commiseration and rescue the child from drowning; this
rescuing is nothing to do With gaining the favour of the child's
parents, nor With the praise of their neighbours and friends.
These four minds, Mencius has specified, are essential to all
persons; they are the moral features of human beings. However,
moral notions are not restricted in their range to the examples
borrowed from Mencius. They might be limitless in scope.
Moral notions are non-factual or non-empirical in their nature;
they are our mental states, properly speaking; they cannot,
therefore, be thought as being involved in the descriptive
meanings of m-words. Just in this sense, the language of moral
notions is different altogether in its nature from m-words. Some
notional words - 'benevolence', '(human dignity', 'propriety',
'justice', etc. - do not simply describe things which come into
view to our physical eyes, because they do not have any
particular factual denotations, unlike the case of m-words; nor
do they have any factual connotation, because they are in
relation to our notions of human aspirations like morality and
humanity. There is dejacto a widespread error about meaning to
which Wittgenstein (1958: 613) draws attention. It is a false
assumption that all words or phrases have meanings on the
model of names which are associated with some typical
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referents. Notional words, contrary to m-words, pick out no
particular things or activities, as is the case of the word, for
instance, 'education'. Referents of descriptive meanings of mwords are sensible and destructible in a physical sense, because
they are the things in the world; they are min-independent
realities, so to speak. However, the referents of notional words, if
any, are out of our physical eyesight; hence, invisible,
untouchable and indestructible. The features of notional words
distinctively appear when we compare it carefully with that of mwords: the denotation of the word 'kicking' in t-statement exists
there and then even when a bearer of the meaning of the word is
not attending there; the event as referent of 'murdering' in the
statement 'the murder in the Cathedral was wrong' was there
and then, in Canterbury 1170; but the mind of commiseration
as a moral notion, for instance, does not denote any particular
thing which exist outwardly, simply because the meaning of the
'mind of commiseration' or the 'mind of complaisance' is not
factual. In this regard, notional words do not refer to mindindependent realities; their qualities are not percipi but concipi.
Against the above claim someone will argue, thus; there could
be certain human behaviours which correspond to the meaning
of 'mind of commiseration', for instance. Certainly, enormous
behaviours are around us, which are related in one way or
another to the meaning of 'mind of commiseration'; t.e ,
behaviours such as caring for poor people and collecting gifts for
lonely people at Christmas. Someone may therefore insist that
all these behaviours can be called by the phrase 'mind of
commiseration'. But this insistence faces a logical difficulty,
because the phrase is not a name of a particular thing.
Wittgenstein (1958: 73) once wrote that 'to have understood
the definition means to have in one's mind an idea of the thing
defined, and that is a sample or picture'. If a pupil has
understood the meaning of a m-word such as 'stealing', he may
very likely draw in his mind a picture corresponding to the
meaning of the word. The picture he might draw may be very
clear and simple in its perspicuity. But the case is quite
impossible for all notional words, because the pupil who could
draw in perspective a picture of 'stealing' would fail in the case
of drawing the picture of 'mind of commiseration' or 'mind of
complaisance'. The picture of 'mind of commiseration' cannot be
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drawn on a drawing paper in the same way as the case of
'stealing', because the referent of 'mind of commiseration', if any,
does not appear actually as a perspicuous picture in our mind
as in the case of 'stealing'; rather it must be understood as
something notional, because it does not carry with it any
perceptual connotation. Mind of commiseration is not an event
or an action, it is one of our notional entities.
Our notions are tacit intellectual powers; thus they have in
principle the problem of articulation, though some of them are
appearing in words. In practice, many of them are inarticulate.
They are sentient, implicit operations of intelligence; hence, tacit
components of our ideas. Moral notions are very often not clearly
expressed in language in their essential sense; they are nondescriptive, as it were. Let us suppose that the teacher teaches
the pupil the concept 'bachelor'. For successful teaching the
teacher might show the pupil a clear descriptive circumscription
of the attributes of the concept of bachelor. This teaching is
actually possible, because the concept circumscribes its
attributes very clearly, i.e. 'unmarried' in marital condition,
'maturity' in physical development and 'male' in sex. However,
the teaching of the language-game of notional words is quite
different from the teaching of the language-game of m-words,
because clear circumscriptions of the components of the
meanings of notional words are difficult. We can see this
difficulty when we attempt to define the meanings of, for
instance, 'mind of commiseration', 'mind of complaisance' and
'human dignity'. If a word does not possess clear connotations, it
also does not possess any clear denotation.
However, we must note here one important fact: without mwords moral notions have nothing to do with this practical world
of life and, conversely, without moral notions m-words might be
empty vessels having nothing to carry. The case of seeing things
denoted by m-words like 'rescuing' and 'kicking', for instance, is
different in essence from the case of seeing a flower, because we
see rescuing and kicking through moral notions as is not the
case when seeing a flower. Whenever we see things the m-words
denote we see them both with descriptive meanings of the words
and with moral notions. This means that the seeing of things in
moral terms accompanies moral notions in a specific way.
Through human history man has always seen morally relevant
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things with moral notions, ever since he created and acquired
such notions. In this regard, if there are accompanying
meanings with the descriptive meanings of m-words, as
examined thus far, it might be said that moral notions are added
to the descriptive meanings of m-words. However, this
interpretation of moral notions must not be confused with the
realist's claim that moral realities are inherently involved in the
descriptive meanings of m-words.
Learning m-words is not altogether neutral from value
situations, as is claimed by R. W. Beardsmore (1969: 95): ' ... the
people by whom we are taught themselves possess certain
values. They do not merely describe certain actions as murder,
suicide, or lying, but also react to them in characteristic ways'.
He speaks about certain descriptive terms which accompany
certain kinds of value both in the process of learning them and
in their use. St. Augustine (1961) also once confessed that he
learnt the use of language not through the formal teaching of
language but through the life with his brothers, the life in which
he encountered the expression of face, the play of the eyes, the
movement of other parts of body, and the tone of voice all of
which express our state of mind in seeking, having, rejecting, or
avoiding something. This way of language learning might be the
natural and typical one in any society and at any historical
period; this way of learning might better be expressible by the
phrase 'forms of life' to which Wittgenstein and B. Williams gave
much attention.
The adaptation of many different uses of words necessarily
brings an accompaniment of many other significant and specific
meanings as well as their initial descriptive meanings. M-words
are accompanied by such meanings, as is shown in the
preceding section, and the meanings work together with their
initial meanings if they are used in a full sense, i.e. in moral
terms. In this way m-words are seen as having a very specific
kind of relation to notional words. Without having accompanying
meanings rendered by moral notions m-words cannot enter into
the centre of moral discourse; this means that moral notions
qualify m-words. If a m-word is thought to be truly at the heart
of some serious moral conversation, this means that again the
m-word carries its accompanying meaning. However, clear
interpretation of the relationship between m-words and notional
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words is hardly to be expected. Is there any logical connexion
between the words 'helping' and 'mind of complaisance' or
between 'rescuing' and 'mind of commiseration'? These two pairs
of word - parings of a m-word and a notional word - seem to
have a very close relationship in their specific use in moral
terms. However, m-words are not logically related to moral
notions; this means that no descriptive meanings of the words
'helping' and 'rescuing' can be found at all in the words for moral
notions 'mind of complaisance' and 'mind of commiseration'.
And no clear causal relationships are found between the
meaning of 'helping' and 'mind of complaisance' and between the
meaning of 'rescuing' and 'mind of commiseration', simply
because the concepts 'complaisance' and 'commiseration' are not
factual ones; they belong to different categories in their nature.
For this very reason, no logical or factual relationship between
m-words and moral notions is found.
However, one last point needs to be emphasised is that one
sees things in certain perspectives. This is so, if one has not
merely inert knowledge of the world. In moral situations two
different seeings - the descriptive and the notional - work
together, not separately but concomitantly'. But the descriptive
seeing alone is meaningless in a moral sense, because it does
not necessarily or naturally consort with notional seeing in an
epistemological sense. Seeing things in moral terms necessitates
notional seeing. This means that moral seeing logically
presupposes moral notions.
The two seemgs are thoroughly different in their meanings;
they are, in other words, different 'ways of looking at things'.
This is the point that the moral realist misconceives. People who
are all having different colour-experiences will agree about the
colour of a flower when they are looking at the same red flower.
The colour of a flower can be seen in one and the same way by
everyone, if he is not colour-blind. And in this case one single
seeing - descriptive seeing alone - would be sufficient to see
correctly the colour of a flower. But if this assertion is applied to
the case of seeing the situations denoted by m-words, it would
make no sense at all. Seeing a situation of rescuing in a moral
sense is not like seeing a red flower; it presupposes some moral
notions with which one is able to see such a situation.
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